Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
“Power of PLAY” Certification
Verification as a CHD Playologist
A Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) Playologist Certification is the highest credentialing
status that any human being can acquire for living and teaching others how to live a
“Passionate Life of Adventure and Youthfulness” ™ (PLAY). Candidates seeking to acquire a
CHD Playologist Certification Verification status can achieve this milestone by attending
Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU).
Attending CHDU requires all candidates to devote their play performance energy to
mastering the dynamics of inner wisdom in accordance with our true nature – spirituality –
housed within the CHD model. Spirituality is the divine intelligence that exists in all living
beings that magnificently and synergistically maintains balance, order and oneness
throughout the entire universe.
The CHD Certification Verification status recognizes the recipient as a master of inner
wisdom who demonstrates proficiency in Playology. Playology is the re-creation
application of CHD Street Therapy, which serves as the biggest game plan in town, hands
down, for putting our spiritual power into PLAY. The dynamics that play out between the
two words, Street and Therapy, determine the extent to which our personal and
professional values systems are aligned or misaligned with our true nature – spirituality.
Our spiritual heritage is contained within the CHD model. The CHD model serves as a
representation of the human body and its dynamics; it is the epitome of excellence, and a
perfect example of how any organizational system should conduct its business. The
business of living a PLAY is the ultimate expression of human performance. Performance is
at its best when we are in the business of taking better care of our spiritual self, each other
and the planet on which we live.
Unfortunately, human beings are not living up to these spiritual standards and guidelines.
We, as a society, have become remiss and are not taking care of the business at hand of
restoring our spiritual selves to wholeness. We have lost our spiritual acuity and have
allowed the powerful influence of the infamous streets to devour our spiritual power.
In order to address the distress of performing less than our personal, professional and
spiritual best, a Certification Verification test should be our highest interest. The best test
for this quest rests within the CHD model. Since human beings are walking around in one of
the most reliable test labs known to science (the CHD model), it can be authenticated as the
ideal model for sophisticated scientific research.
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The notion that human beings are the most reliable test lab known to science substantiates
that the cutting edge in Certification Verification for a CHD Playologist status is a revolving
proposition and self-application of the recipient’s own play performance during Power of
Play sessions.
For example, in order for anyone to verify a Certification status in CHD Playology, the
certifying official would have to have achieved a Certification status of his or her own
playing “The Game” in God’s name. The objective of this incredible game plan is to, “Get the
therapy and experience the clarity in spiritual health, healing and prosperity.”
Once the person conducting the verification process puts the CHD model into play using
their own personal power to verify a CHD Playologist Certification Verification status, they
in turn, will be re-certifying their verification status.
What the above paragraph suggests is that all human beings are capable of contributing to
the standards for advancing the evolution of human potential in every aspect of our lives as
Certification Verification CHD Playologists. Qualitative Recreation Lifestyle Principles
(QRLP) are the standards for successful living and are housed within the CHD model.
QRLP must be followed for at least 21 days because this is the amount of time it takes to
develop healthier habits and new standards for successful living. If you, as a candidate,
meet these standards you will be recognized and awarded the honor of being ascribed the
title, “CHD Playologist” to all documents and attire that you deem appropriate.
Please be aware that any time you, as a CHD Playologist, stop attending CHDU for any
period and for any reason, you lose your CHD Playologist Certification Verification status.
This loss includes all benefits, bonuses, and “Play to Earn Pay” privileges. The objective of
being a Certified Playologist is to set the “example” by being the elite while out here on the
streets, and not to fall victim to the powerful influence of the infamous streets.
How can we be certain that a CHD Playologist’s Certification Verification is current? Look at
the evidence within the CHD model. The CHD model will reveal an exact representation of
the human body and its dynamics, which stands as the epitome of excellence, and a perfect
example of how any organizational system should conduct its business.
If we are not setting the example, we are not living up to the standards of QRLP that leads
to the CHD Playologist Certification Verification status.
Although Certification as a CHD Playologist is a revolving proposition and self-application,
it can be further substantiated and scientifically verified as measured by “The Performance
Appraisal Indicator (PAI) – Your Blueprint for Personal, Professional and Spiritual
Empowerment ‘PLAY’ Book.”
The PAI is a 36-page performance measure and guide that determines the extent to which
our personal, professional and spiritual values are aligned or misaligned with our true
nature – spirituality. We can play this game in our favor by demonstrating exemplary
behavior all through the Power of PLAY.
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When we, as a society, put the CHD model into play, it becomes a consciousness and an
inspiration for empowering anyone or any organization to achieve, his, her or its vision
with precision, all through the Power of PLAY.
As a Certified Playologist, I call on all organizations and every human being who took the
time to read this proposal to put the CHD model into PLAY. Take the challenge to live and
teach others how to live a PLAY as a CHD Playologist.
Playfully yours,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified CHD Playologist
President of Corporate Health Dynamics University
Inspirational Speaker
Published Author
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